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Classic and Antique Vehicle Appraisal

Appraisal Report
Make
Model
Year
Body Style
VIN
Engine Number
Mileage
Engine
Paint
Colour
Condition

As of February XX, 20XX

Harley Davidson
Custom
1976
Custom Sport
9D29XXXXX
9D29XXXXX
0XXXXX Miles
1200 cc

Black.
The motorcycles fenders and gas tanks have been repainted
having a strong colour and excellent shine with no scratches,
chips or fading.

Body
Appearance The front fender covers approximately 1/3 of the front tire. The
front fender has a bright finish with no scratches or dents, fitting
snuggly over the tire with chrome support brackets holding it in
place. The full rear fender extends downward to about the
middle of the rear tire. The driver’s seat is fitted between the
gas tanks and rear fender, while the passenger’s seat is fitted
on top of the rear fender. There is a chrome backrest behind
the passenger seat. The front forks have been raked forward
having chrome shock absorber tubes and housings. The
headlight housing is aftermarket chrome with a halogen bulb.
The chrome handlebars are the raised style with chrome brake
and clutch levers.
Frame
The frame is the original frame to the motorcycle, however it has been
modified to create the extended front forks. The frame is painted with
black enamel and is in very good condition, having no signs of damage
and only minor signs of surface rust.
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Front Forks
The shock absorber bodies are chromed with a bright shine and no
imperfections in the chrome. The custom chrome shock tubes are longer
than factory spec. The tubes are in excellent condition with no scratches
or any signs of damage. The shock seals show no signs of leaking. The
handlebars are chrome with an excellent finish and no signs of physical
damage.
Rear Swing Arms and Shocks
The swing arms are chrome. The arms appear straight with no scratches
or dents. The rear shock absorbers are painted black with chrome springs
and outer sleeves. The shocks and springs are new and in good working
condition.
Mirrors
The new mirrors are chrome with stretched diamond shape and stylized
mirror support. The mirrors and supports are in excellent condition with no
signs of silvering of the glass or pitting of the chrome.
Instruments
The instrument cluster is mounted on the top of the gas tanks. The
gauges include mechanical speedometer along with several warning
lights. The chrome instrument cluster is in excellent condition with no
signs of scratches and having a bright shine.
Lights and lenses
The headlight is a new chrome teardrop style with halogen bulb. The
taillight is an aftermarket assembly that has a skulls face over the lense
with the red lense clearly visible through the eyes, nose and mouth. There
is an additional brake light over the licence plate. All light and lenses are
new, in excellent condition, having a strong colour, bright shine and no
cracks.
Seats
There are two seats, the drivers sitting low behind the gas tanks and the
passengers is higher placed on top of the rear fender. The seats are
black leather having two rows of stitching following the contour of the
seats. There is a row of chrome studs near the bottom edge of the seats.
The passenger seat has an approximately 18 inch high chrome backrest.
The seats are in excellent condition, having firm seat foam with pliable
leather to the touch. There are no scratches, cuts, or defects in the
leather.
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Engine
The engine is a rebuilt 1200 cc V twin cylinders, 4 stroke, with one
carburetor. The carburetor has a chrome air filter. The engine is
equipped with cast aluminum engine block, cylinders and cylinder heads.
The engine block and cylinders are unpainted having a dull finish. The
exhaust pipes are custom bent, chromed with heat blue near the cylinder
heads. The engine is fitted with chrome rocker boxes and push rod tubes.
All bolt on side covers have been up graded to chrome including the oil
reservoir and battery box. The starter motor, transmission case and shift
linkage are chrome. The engine is fitted with a chrome oil cooler that sits
on the front of the engine. The engine is fitted with a chrome kick start
assembly. All chrome components are in excellent condition with no
scratches, dents, or pitting and is highly polished. The engine appears to
be in excellent condition with no signs of any leaks.
Brakes
The motorcycle is equipped with hydraulically actuating brakes. The
brake calipers and rotors are from “Performance Machine”. The rotors
are single disc cross drilled with stainless steel braking surface and
chrome center. The front brakes have a two piston chrome caliper and
the rear brake have a four piston chrome caliper. The rear brake caliper
brackets are all chrome. The brake master cylinder is also chrome.
Tires
The front tire is Dunlop D401 F and the rear is Avon 140/90B16 with a
touring tread pattern. The tires are in new condition with some signs of
wear.
Wheels
The wheels have 7 pairs of stylized chrome spokes. The rims are in
excellent condition with no signs of any scratches or dents. The rims do
not appear to be bent.
Special Features
This motorcycle is a complete customization. The motorcycle is fitted with
forward mounted chrome foot controls with custom chrome supports.
There are chrome horns, custom chrome front and rear foot pegs, rectifier,
oil filter, rear fender and seat support bars, kickstand, and chain guard.
There are chrome skull head gas caps.
Comments
This motorcycle is in excellent condition and is an excellent weekend
cruiser or show bike. I feel the fair market value of this motorcycle is
$XX,XXX.00 CDN including applicable taxes.
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